Abstract. The developments of scientific technology are inseparable from various measurement methods. Measurement uncertainty is an indication that evaluates the credibility of the measurement results directly, and it affects the development of technology and economy indirectly. Monte Carlo method (MCM) is an effective method to evaluate the measurement uncertainty, because it can evaluate the measurement uncertainty in the complex model and environment. The application range of MCM is large than the traditional method that recommended in the "Guide to the Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM)". Based on the study of Monte Carlo method, this paper establishes a model for MCM to evaluate the uncertainty of measurement. Finally, as an example, we use the MCM to evaluate the measurement uncertainty of the six-and-a-half digital multimeter (DMM), which verifies the validity of MCM for evaluating the measurement uncertainty.
Introduction
The measurement uncertainty is the uncertainty and change of measurement result. It is an estimation that the true value of measured value is in a certain range. And it is a parameter included in the measurement result to indicate the dispersion of the measured value. The definition of measurement uncertainty shows that a complete measurement result should contain both the measured value and the measurement uncertainty [1] . The measurement uncertainty is usually assessed by the mathematical model of the measurement process and the uncertainty transmission rate. The method used in the field of measurement uncertainty assessment is GUM, which is mainly derived from ISO / IEC GUIDE 98-3: 2008 "Measurement Uncertainty-Part 3: Measurement Uncertainty Representation Guide" [2] . On the basis of this international standard and JJF 1059-1999, China issued the new edition JJF 1059.1-2012 "Evaluation and Expression of Measurement in Uncertainty" on December 3th, 2012, and it implemented on June 3th, 2013 [3] . The GUM obtains the measurement uncertainty of measurand through the relationship between input and output, and using the uncertainty transmission rate of input optimal estimation and its associated standard uncertainty. However, the application of GUM has some limitations and assumptions [4] . When the probability distribution of input should be distributed symmetrically, such as normal distribution and t-distribution, and the measurement model is a linear model or can be converted into a linear model, the GUM can be used to assess the measurement uncertainty.
MCM is a numerical method to achieve distributed distribution by repeated sampling. MCM obtains the discrete sampling values of measurand Y through sampling the input X i according to its probability density function (PDF) and selecting the transmission model of the input distribution according to the measurement model. Finally, obtain the optimal estimation, the standard uncertainty and the inclusion interval of measurand Y through the calculated discrete sampling values Y [5] . MCM can be applied in a wide range, in addition to the scope of the traditional GUM. What's more, the application range suitable for MCM: the scale of the uncertainty component is not approximate; the deviation of measurement model is difficult to obtain; the PDF of measurand is not a normal distribution or a tdistribution; the estimated value of measurand and its standard uncertainty are equivalent; the measurement model is complex or non-linear; the PDF of input is asymmetric [6] . When the conditions required by the GUM are not or not sure satisfied, and the GUM is difficult to calculate measurement uncertainty due to the complexity of the model, the MCM is all suitable to assess the measurement uncertainty. In this paper, we use the MCM to evaluate the measurement uncertainty of the six-and-a-half DMM based on the MATLAB platform to get the measurement uncertainty result of DMM.
2 Measurement uncertainty evaluation using MCM
Measurement uncertainty
The measurement uncertainty is defined as the parameter that is reasonably assigned to the dispersion of the measured value, which is associated with the measurement result [7] [8] . Measurement uncertainty is usually assessed by the mathematical model of measurement process and the uncertainty transmission rate. If the relationship between measurand Y and input X 1 , X 2 , …, X n is Y=f(X 1 , X 2 , …, X n ), the measurement uncertainty can be obtained according to the uncertainty transfer diagram shown in Fig. 1 , and the synthetic standard uncertainty of Y can be calculated according to formula (1). 
is the correlation coefficient of the uncertainty, and N is the total number of the input quantity. If each standard uncertainty of the input X i can be regarded as unrelated, i.e. r(x i , x j )=0, then the synthetic standard uncertainty can be reduced to the formula (2)
If the measurand Y is measured by the measuring device directly, the relationship between measurand and input cannot be expressed by a fixed function. Through the uncertainty analysis, there are N obvious uncertain components u i in the measurement result, and each uncertain component is not correlated. Suppose that each uncertainty component has the same sensitivity degree to the measurement result, the synthetic standard uncertainty can be calculated according to formula (3).
Monte Carlo method
MCM is a statistical test method, which be used to solve the mathematical physics problem, that is difficult to determine the formula, through statistical sampling theory. For a statistic with uncertainty PDF, MCM is easier to solve the synthetic uncertainty which approaches the real solution [4] [9] . Unlike the GUM method using the linearized model propagation uncertainty, MCM evaluates measurement uncertainty by a numerical method to achieve distributed propagation.
When the measurement model is linear and the output PDF is a normal distribution, the GUM method can provide accurate uncertainty and inclusion intervals [10] . Fig. 2 depicts the independent input distributions transmission, and the PDF of output quantity Y is obtained through three PDFs of input quantities X 1 , X 2 , X 3 with the model propagation. The three PDFs of input quantities X 1 , X 2 , X 3 in Fig. 2 are normal distributions, triangular distributions and normal distributions respectively, which are independent, and the PDF of output quantity Y is an asymmetry distribution. If the PDF of output quantity Y is asymmetry like in Fig. 2 , then the measurement uncertainty evaluation. MCM carries out the discrete sampling of the input quantity PDF, and then calculates the discrete sampling of output quantity Y by the measurement model. Next, the best estimate, the standard uncertainty, and the inclusion interval of the output quantity Y are calculated by the discrete distribution value of the output quantity, which are improved as the number of sample M of the input X increases. Figure 2 . Independent input distributions transmission
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Measurement uncertainty evaluation using MCM
The parameter estimation is mainly divided into two kinds, one is that estimate unknown parameters according to the samples when the overall distribution is known and one or several of the parameters is unknown; the other is that the overall distribution and the parameters are unknown. If the overall distribution is known, the commonly methods include moment estimation, maximum likelihood estimation, Bayesian estimation and least squares estimation. The intelligent algorithm is more and more important in parameter estimation, whose principle is to simulate the biological population activities, the information transmission between individuals and individuals.The parameter estimation is mainly divided into two kinds, one is that estimate unknown parameters according to the samples when the overall distribution is known and one or several of the parameters is unknown; the other is that the overall distribution and the parameters are unknown. If the overall distribution is known, the commonly methods include moment estimation, maximum likelihood estimation, Bayesian estimation and least squares estimation. The intelligent algorithm is more and more important in parameter estimation, whose principle is to simulate the biological population activities, the information transmission between individuals and individuals.
In the measurement uncertainty evaluation using MCM, the mathematical model Y=f(X 1 , X 2 , …, X n ) between the input (X 1 , X 2 , …, X n ) and the output Y is chosen first according to the physical model, mathematical formula or experience of the measurement. Then determine the distribution and its parameters of the input (X 1 , X 2 , …, X n ) quantities uncertainty, which according to generate the various distributed random variables ξ 1 , ξ 2 …, ξ n . Generally, the various distributed random variables are usually generated by the inverse function of the random variable obeyed uniformly distribution in the interval (0, 1). The output value y i =f(ξ 1 , ξ 2 …, ξ n ) is obtained by putting the random variables ξ 1 , ξ 2 …, ξ n into the mathematical model Y=f(X 1 , X 2 , …, X n ). Since the range of each random variable is distributed in entire domain, the obtained y i may cover all possible values of the output quantity Y. The mean value E Y and the standard deviation S Y of the output quantity Y are calculated by the formula (4) and (5) using the M values y 1 , y 2 …, y M generated by the MCM.
The specific implementation steps of measurement uncertainty evaluation using MCM are shown in Figure 3 , which mainly including MCM input, MCM transmission, MCM output and result report. The MCM input contains the following five aspects: defining the output of Y, which is the measurand, determining the input quantity X=(X 1 , X 2 , …, X n ) associated with the output Y, establishing the model Y=f(X) between the output Y and the input X, determining the PDF of the each input X i with the information obtained, and selecting the MCM sampling size M which is taken 10 6 generally. The more common distributions of input X are normal distribution, the uniform distribution and so on. The MCM transmission is calculating the corresponding output value Y j for each sample (x 1j , x 2j , …, x nj ) according to the model Y=f(X). The samples (x 1j , x 2j , …, x nj ) are extracted from the PDF of input X i ,where i=1, 2, …, n and j=1, 2, …, M. The MCM output is mainly sorting these M values of output Y by the strictly ascending order, and getting the discrete representation G of the PDF of the output Y according to the sorted sample values (y 1 , y 2 , …, y n ). Finally, according to the discrete representation G, the result report is mainly calculating the estimated value y and the standard uncertainty u(y) of the output Y, and the inclusion interval [y low ，y high ] of Y with given inclusion probability p. 
MCM for evaluating digital multimeter uncertainty
Uncertainty evaluation of digital multimeter by MCM, first of all, we need to determine the mathematical model of input and output. The uncertainty source of digital multimeter mainly include: the voltage drift of the multifunction calibrator since the last calibration, the effect of bias, nonlinearity and gain change on the voltage value of the multifunction calibrator instrument, the influence of ambient temperature on the voltage value of the calibrator, the influence of the power supply voltage, and the load effect caused by the limited input impedance of the calibrated DMM. According to the reference [11] , the measurement model of DMM is established as shown in formula (6) .
Where V i is the voltage value measured by the DMM, V s is the output voltage of the multifunction calibrator, and these two variables V i and V s are subject to the normal distribution. Where ΔV i is the effect of the DMM resolution on the measurement result, ΔV s is the comprehensive effect on the output voltage value of multifunction calibrator due to many kinds of reasons, and these two variables ΔV i and ΔV s generally obey the uniform distribution.
We use the MCM to evaluate the measurement uncertainty of the six-and-a-half digital multimeter, and verify the validity of MCM for evaluating the measurement uncertainty. Fig. 4 shows the experimental environment of DMM measurement uncertainty evaluation. It can be assumed that the reading itself of DMM doesn't introduce errors because the DMM is a digital display, so the standard deviation is 0. The uncertainty of the multifunction calibrator is given by the instructions or calibration certificate, and when set multifunction calibrator voltage 100V, the standard deviation of multifunction calibrator is 0.00027. The PDF of each input and related information are shown in Table  1 . In the method of MCM evaluating the DMM uncertainty, the selected sample size is M=10 6 . The measurement result of DMM from 1 to 1000 is shown in Fig. 5 , and the PDF of the DMM uncertainty is shown in Fig. 6 . The mean value of DMM measurement uncertainty is E Y =5.13×10 -7 , and the standard deviation of DMM measurement uncertainty is S Y =2.72×10 -4 . 95% of the inclusion interval is [-0.53×10 -3 , 0.53×10 -3 ]. The PDF of the uncertainty of DMM measurement uncertainty is similar to the normal distribution, which can DMM measurement uncertainty N(5.13×10 -7 ,0.000272 2 ), so its 95% of the inclusion interval is symmetric interval. From the evaluation result, the uncertainty of the DMM is small and its measurement result is credible. At the same time, the uncertainty of the DMM measurement result mainly comes from the uncertainty of multifunction calibrator, while the uncertainty of other aspects has little effect on the uncertainty of the measurement result of DMM. 
Conclusions
This paper mainly studies the measurement uncertainty evaluation of the digital multimeter by Monte Carlo method. Monte Carlo method has a strong applicability in evaluating measurement uncertainty. The advantages of Monte Carlo method for evaluating measurement uncertainty are analyzed theoretically, and the steps and precautions of Monte Carlo method for evaluating measurement uncertainty are introduced in detail. Finally, the six-and-a-half digital multimeter uncertainty is evaluated by the Monte Carlo method, and the probability density function of digital multimeter uncertainty obeys the normal distribution, which has high precision. The Monte Carlo method used to evaluate the measurement uncertainty can obtain the probability density function of output directly. Therefore, it has a very prominent advantage and operability in the complex nonlinear model. 
